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“Spirit of Success” eZine is a product of Spirit of Success LLC. SpiritofBusinessSuccess.com is 
an online platform designed to enhance success in all areas of business and was developed to 
provide business owners and leaders with free access to professionals in business training and 
development in a creative, collaborative environment.
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Meet Roxanne Emmerich
November 8-9
Atlanta, GA

The Power of Nourishment
pathforlife.com/the-power-of-nourishment

Blog: How Much Love is in Your Blueprint?
precisionwisdom.com/blog

Video: How Do You Give Good Directions?
welchlin.com/blog

Podcast: Amazing Workplace with Linda Ruhland
hughballou.com/podcast-75-amazing-workplace-linda-
ruhland
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Entrepreneurial Education: Interview with 
Martha Rush
 
We recently sat down with Martha Rush, founder of Teen Startup Trainers, and discussed 
entrepreneurial education, her programs therein, and the challenges of starting a business.

Below is an excerpt from the interview.

Dylan: Martha is the founder of NeverBore and TeenStartup Trainers, she has a Master of Arts and 
History degree and a Master of Science and Education Entrepreneurship, and has received numerous 
awards and recognition for her teaching. Martha Rush, how are you doing today?

Martha: I’m doing great! Thank you very much. 

Dylan: Thanks for being able to join us today. I’d like to start by asking a little bit about your education 
programs. Can you explain these programs, and to whom you teach them? 

Martha: Yes, there’s really two types of programs. One is that I work with high school students, so I run 
an economics class at Mounds View High School and as part of economics we have something called 
Start up MZ, and kids work through the lean startup method and they start their own businesses. It’s 
a lot of fun to see what they come up with each year. What grew out of that and out of my graduate 
program is I developed a curriculum called Teen Startup Trainers for training teachers to do the same 
thing with their students. I taught that course for the first time and my M.V.P. was at the University of 
Minnesota in partnership with the Minnesota Council on Economic Education this past summer. I’m 
looking to add two new sites next year, hoping to maybe work with an incubator or a business school or 
another organization that promotes entrepreneurship, probably outside of Minnesota. 

Dylan: And through this program you mentioned something called psychological safety, can you explain 
the concept? 

The interview continues at youtube.com/watch?v=56g1qeRpVqE&t=2s.

Martha’s new book, Beat Boredom: Engaging Tuned-Out Teenagers, is coming out this month.
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Bring “Amazing Workplace” into Your Organization 
The authors of Amazing Workplace are presenting the book live at a place of business near you.  

“Amazing Workplace: Creating the Conditions that Inspire Success” is a fusion of ideas, insights and best 
practices from an esteemed group of high-profile thought leaders, each of whom discusses workforce 
engagement from a different perspective.  

As with the book, the presenters of Amazing Workplace tackle many of the “less-talked-about success 
ingredients,” each of which can noticeably improve the climate and, consequently, the bottom line of 
the business group that puts what it reads into practice. 

Understanding that workplace success is a complex subject, and that no one business faces the exact 
same organizational challenge as the next, the presenters of Amazing Workplace have divided their 
success ingredients into categories and topics that enable leaders to customize the presentation to the 
specific needs of their workforce.  

The following chart illustrates the categories and topics available for presentation, along with a choice of 
time and budgetary preferences. The chart may be used to design a presentations ranging anywhere 
from a short lunch-and-learn to a keynote address to workshop or retreat. 

Amazing Workplace Presentation Plan 
Check the categories and topics that align with your goals. 

 Self-Care and Confidence  Communication and Culture  Teamwork and Collaboration 
 Healthy nutrition and 

nourishment habits 

 Improving self-image 
and esteem 

 Finding purpose and 
fulfillment at work 

 Visioning for greater 
success 

 How to communicate for 
desired results 

 Creating a venerable 
workplace culture 

 Engaging employees in 
strategy 

 Constructive conflict 
resolution 

 

 Orchestrating team 
leadership 

 Inspiring cooperation among 
team members 

 Learn the traits of a winning 
team 

 Putting teamwork into 
practice 

Number of Attendees: 
 5 to 49  50-179  180+ 

Presentation Style: 
 Lecture  Keynote address  Workshop or seminar 

Presentation Length: 
 30 – 90 minutes  2 – 4 hours  8+ hours 

Budget Range: 
 $1k - $3k  $5k - $7k  $10k+ 

List the name(s) of any preferred speaker below: 
 

—more— 
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Entrepreneurship Survey

Is your business ready for success? Spirit of Success is asking that you take our brief two-minute  self-assessment 
survey and let us know how you feel about entrepreneurship. You can get to the survey by following the link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AreyouReadyforSuccess.

Meet an Amazing Author: Jayne Sanders
Jayne Sanders, MBA, is a purpose mentor, advanced scientific hand 
analyst and teacher, and speaker who works with professionals, 
executives, and corporate groups. After more than 25 years in 
the corporate world, Sanders grew unfulfilled in her career and 
began to search for her life purpose. She discovered scientific hand 
analysis, and her life hasn’t been the same since! She is now a Level 
IV advanced certified hand analyst and teacher. Forbes magazine 
featured Sanders in an article about the uniqueness and accuracy of 
her work.
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10 Steps toward Keeping Your Board 
Members Engaged
 
Your board was formed to fulfill a vital function for your organization. In a perfect world, that function 
provides guidance, influence and continuity; all of which lead to results. Unfortunately, in an imperfect 
world, a disengaged, or even worse, a dysfunctional board often delivers just the opposite. It can result in 
frustration, gridlock, poor performance and communication breakdowns. While most board members 
have good intentions, they can only serve your organization to the degree that they are enabled to do so. 
In other words, the value of your board’s talent, knowledge, experience and connections depends greatly 
on what your organization is prepared to utilize.
  
Consider your board as being your connection to a vast sea of resources. Going to the sea with a tiny 
bucket yields only that which the tiny bucket can contain. If that bucket has holes, it yields even less. 
Following are 10 ideas for increasing your organization’s capacity to achieve higher engagement from 
your board and, thus, realize more of its potential through which you will achieve greater success.

1. Know your board members:
As with all the people on your team, it is crucial to have board members who are a good fit with your 
vision, values, mission and culture. The best way to achieve this, especially if the board will be with you 
for a time, is get to know all you can about your individual board members. Learn their talents, career 
history and social circles. Also, find out what motivates them—the drivers behind their success. The 
more you can align with their personal values and motivation, the more likely they will be to support 
yours. 
 
2. Inform your board of the basics: 
When you work day-to-day in an environment, many of its aspects become second-nature. Do not 
presume that your board understands your organization’s culture or how its vision and values are 
being implemented. Your board is an integral part of your team. Help them to operate within this same 
framework by making a habit of communicating guiding principles and making decisions accordingly. 
 
3. Ask the right questions: 
Your board members come with a diverse set of talents and experiences. In order to keep their 
contributions relevant and useful, it is up to you to ask for the type of involvement you need. Without 
your thoughtful requests, their contributions will be subject to their own interpretations—they will fill 
in the blanks as best they can.  In contrast, when you ask the right questions, you open the door to better 
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solutions. Asking the right question is not always easy. Take your time at identifying the challenges at 
hand. Ask open-ended questions that point to these challenges and draw upon their background and 
experience for possible answers. 
 
4. Set your expectations: 
Be clear about the level of performance you expect from your board. This implies that you are clear 
about the level of leadership they are capable of providing. Good board members want to give you the 
benefit of their collective experience. However, if they are limited to performing administrative tasks 
or simple functions, there is little in the way of leadership that they are able to offer. Set expectations of 
your board that are worthy of their talents and see their excitement grow. 
 
5. Adjust the volume: 
In any group, there will be some who are outspoken and others who are not. Just because a person is not 
as loud or forceful as another does not mean that the insights he or she provides are any less important 
or valid. Explore ways of equalizing the volume of individuals on your board. This may require some 
creative rearranging. For example, consider forming a subcommittee or task force that allows specific 
board members to shine, especially where their talents are best used. 
 
6. Take action or table the discussion: 
When your board makes a recommendation, it is important they receive a timely response. It is possible 
that a recommendation is not feasible within a budget or specific time frame. If a reason prevents you 
from taking immediate action, do not let the recommendation go unattended. Be certain that you follow 
up with the board and let them know the situation. If action is not possible, then seek agreement to 
table the discussion for a time at which it will then be revisited.  Following through with responses to all 
recommendations, whether they are actionable or not, will prevent “axe grinding” and frustration from 
welling up during meetings. 
 
7. Expect discomfort: 
Your board exists to provide you with perspectives that are outside the purview of your immediate 
organization. Therefore, it is likely they will provide you with observations or advice outside of your 
comfort zone and leave you feeling less than confident. This may simply be part of their job. If their 
function is to provide mentorship and guidance, then you can anticipate that you will be stretched from 
time to time. Do not disregard their advice. Do not avoid it because it is unfamiliar. Instead, establish a 
plan for evaluating the new concepts or challenges you are offered. Follow through with your board and, 
together, implement a plan for moving forward. 
 
8. Establish priorities: 
Big ideas often require large sums of resources and time. When you have a group of big thinkers together 
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in one room, the ideas can be daunting. While keeping your board aligned with your organization’s 
visions, values and missions, also keep them informed of available resources and current initiatives. 
Obtain their help in prioritizing their own ideas, thus avoiding the trap of having to say “No” to them 
too often.  It will empower them and allow greater focus on high priority items. 
 
9. Be specific with your requests: 
High-level ideas typically are too general to be executed. From those ideas you will need to develop 
action steps that combine to accomplish the idea set forth. Ask your board to help with making high 
priority ideas executable. List for them the initiatives that will have to take place and call on their talents 
in order to enlist their help and support. 
 
10. Lead your leaders: 
Without a doubt, your board is comprised of strong leaders, some of whom may be inclined to take 
charge. While their leadership skills are attributes in many ways, you do not want them to become 
overbearing or out of control. Maintain your position of authority in a calm and respectful way. 
Acknowledge them and thank them for all they do. Meanwhile, remember your role in representing 
the greater whole of your organization and maintain your authority on its behalf. Your best leaders will 
respect your fair and consistent position as a function of a well-run organization. 
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Know Your Niche: Interview with David 
Dunworth

We spoke with David Dunworth of Marketing Partners, on the importance of knowing your niche.

Below is an excerpt from the interview.

Linda: We’re speaking today with David Dunworth of Marketing Partners. He is an expert in the area 
of marketing and entrepreneurship. The subject is  niche, or target market. First of all I would like to say 
welcome David, welcome to Spirit of Business Success; we are a group of entrepreneurs who are seeking 
to find and create more excellence in our businesses and our work places. 

David: Great, thank you for very much for having me. I look forward to spending a little time with you. 

Linda: I’d like to know a little bit more about your company and why you started Marketing Partners.

David: Oh, sure. Well, to go back enough for the foundation I spent a career in high-end hospitality, and 
during those thirty-plus years, I focused a lot on marketing. Now marketing then and marketing today 
are two different things. But why I started Marketing Partners was actually on a bet. I was in a restaurant 
in Las Vegas that seemed to be just a mess, and I contacted the owner who was a recluse, and said, “you 
know what I see you’re trying to sell this business, but it will never sell unless you straighten it out.” So 
we made a bet that I could turn it around six months and I would do it on my own money, and if I did 
and he sold it, we’d split the profits. Well, I did it in four, and... 

Linda: Oh my gosh. 

David: And you know, when I went to claim my bet he said “I’ll tell you what, you’re so good at 
marketing, why don’t we open of a marketing agency and you can do all this stuff and just send me a 
check.” And I said, “I can do that.” And that started in 2012, so we’re five plus years old now.

For more, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdaGsv-w3zU&t=2s.


